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INTRODUCTION

Tanbark oak, Lithocarpus densiflora(Hooker and Arnott)

Rehder, is a tree of which lIttle is known gene'a1ly. About

the only people who are familiar with It are those engaged

in the manufacture of leather, for the bark produces a con-

siderab].o quantity of high grade tannin. This has led to

the exploitation of large tracts for the bark alone, the

trees being, in the majority of cases, left to decay in the

woods or less often used for fuel. It is excellent as a

fuel, however, as it burns with little smoke and has a high

heating value. It is, indeed, a shame that fine trees four

feet in diameter and clear of limbs up to 80 feet high are

stripped of their bark and then left to the elements to be

destroyed. The wood has heretofore received lIttle con-

sideratlen and its possibilities are vnown.

A study was made for the purpose of trying to find a

solutIon to the problem of waste caused by the failure to

utilize the wood of tanbark oak. The main objections to

the use of thj wood have been its severe warping and

checking In seasoning. The result of this study mdi'.

catee that the wood can be feasibly kiln dried. It is

not to be presumed that exactly the same results ob-

te4ned in experimental work can be duplicated in corn-

mercial kiln drying, for conditions in a commercial kiln

are not as readily controlled as those In an experi-

mental kiln. However, with slight adjustments, a kiln



drying schedule so worked out can be applied to com-

mercial operations. It is hoped that, with a satis-
factory method of kiln drying the wood of tanbark oak, this

species will find a place in the lumber markete of the Pa-
cific Coast and thereby eliminate the waste of a natural
resource. The wood used in the kiln drying experiments

was obtained in Curry County, Oregon near Port Orfoxd.

The total stand of tanbark oak was estimated at
1,200,000,000 board feet in 1911 and at the rate at which
tanbark haa been cut(abeut 31,600 cords annually)the total

stand now should ho about 750,000,000 board feet. The

tendency is, perhaps, to underestimate rather than over-
estimate the stand, for many of the timber cruisee of
twenty years or so ago did not Include the oak.

The harvesting of tanbark from this tree and con-
Terting it into tanning extract is an established industry
on the Pacific Coast and needa no introduction..
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The range of tanbark oak, lithocarpue densiflora
(Hooker and Arnott)Rehder, extends from the l7mpqua River

in Oregon southward in the coast mountains to the Santa

Inez Mountains in Santa Barbara County and the western

slopes of the Sierra Nevada to Meriposa Cunty, California.
It is found from sea level to 5000 feet elevation.

This tree, in its optimum range, is a beautiful One

50 to 140 feet in height and from one to four feet or more

in diameter. In very high elevations it is of a scrubby

form and some botanists are inclined to place this type in
a separate variety, Lithocarpus deneiflera echinoidoe(R. Br.

Csmpst.)Abrams. Tanbark oak has given botanists much

trouble in classification einee it possesses characters

000n to the regular oaks and the chestnuts. It is a con-

necting link between these two groups of tress. Now it is

considered a separate genus and hae been given the genero
name L1.thooarpusw instead of "Querous" and "Pasania" by

which it has been formerly known at various times.

The truiks are amooth-looking, pale brown, tinted

with red, often with grayish areas. The bark is fissured

so as to produce somewhat rectangular plates on old trees,
but it is smooth on branches and young trees. On old trees

the bark ranges from to 2 inches or more thick. The

average thiokneee is about one inch. The bole of the tree

is clear of limbs for 30 to 80 feet in dense stands and has
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a gradual taper(1j inches to 16 feet). On large trees the

trunks are very straight while on smaller treea(ap to 38

inches in diameter)tho stoma are slightly crooked but not

to the extent that they will not produce good lumber. This

tree is ahal3ow-.rooted and on hill tops and exposed ilopos

it is subject to wind fall.

The evergreen, chestnut-like leaves are light green,

smooth, and shiny, occasionally with woolly areas on their

top aides, and woolly with reddish-brown, star-shaped

hairs on the under side. They are from 2 to 5 inches in

length and are borne on short stalks which are woolly the

same as the twigs that bear them. The teeth on the edge a

of the leaves are small and scattered, sometimes being

absent for part or even all of the edge.

The pale yellow-brown acorns are from 3/4 to 1 1/4

inches long and 5/8 to 1 inch broad, and are coated with a

light brown fuzz. The cup of the acorn is somewhat burr-

like and shallow. 4.n abundance of acorns is usually pro-

duced each year upon which much wild life is dependant

for food. Residents also take advantage of those a-

btmdant crops by turning their hogs loose to run wild re-

lying upon the acorns for the sustenance of their herds.

Robins and woodpeckers destroy large amounts of acorns

by peeking the end out of the shell and eating the kernel.

Occasional seed years occur which bear larger amounts of

acorns. The acorns mature about October of the second



season.

The ability of the tree to withstand shade is very
pronounced. However, trees in th. shade do not develop.,

but tenaciou8ly struggle for life and are small and
stunted. Tanbark oak needs full overhead light for bEst
growth. When stunted trees in the shade are given plenty

of light they seem to recover well from suppression and

put on rapid growth.

This tree does not grow in pure atand and is uau

ally associated with Douglas Jir(Peeudotaaga taxifolia),
Port Orford Cedar(Chamaeoyparie laweonlana), Western

Homlock(Teuga heterophylla), Grand lirlAbies grazidis),

Chinquapin(Castanopei. chrysophylla), Ohittem(Rhanui

purshiana) Madrona(Arbutus mónziesji), and Redwood

(Sequoia sernpervireiia).

A moist welldrained fresh gravelly soil seems to
be best for the growth of tanbark eak,fer it is found en
slopes of disintegrated quartz and other rocks. it also
thrives in a light, net too heavy, red clay. The alti-
tudinal range, in the vicinity of kchre Creek, Curry
County, Oregon, is from 290 to 1100 feet above sea level

and it make its beat growth on elevations of 600 to 900
feet. Good stands are found at elevations of 1200 feet

in other sections.
Tanbark oak sprouts vigorously from out stumps, and

many of these sprouts have developed into trees 18 t 2



inches in diameter. Trees from th1 source, however, are

attacked by butt rot which enters through the old stump.

in many oases the stump has completely decayed leaving a

circle of trees with hollow butte facing each other. Re-

production by seedlings 18 very scarce and poor within the

stand, but where acorns have found an exposed, well-drained,

gravelly soil the seedlings are very abundant and form

dense thieketa. Pull light is evidently required for

seedling reproduction.

Ground fires hays produced soars through which fungus

has been able to make an entry into the tree, and on some

slopes a large percentage of the trees are hollow-butted

on the upper eide due to this cause. Otherwise tanbark

oak is remarkably free from defect. Many fire soars were

found to sxtend up the trunk for 20 feet where the fires

had been severe.

It was practically impossible to gather much data on

the age of the stand, so it is not advisable to make a deft-

nite statement. Tanbark oak in Curry County, Oregon puts

on a very rapid growth. In many cases 40 year old trees

had attained a diameter of 18 to 22 inches.

Should thia tree prove to be valuable enough to

warrant its regeneration, it will probably have to be

managed on a clear utt1ng system because it needs full

light overhead for development and is too shallow-rooted

to withstand winds when individual trees are left exposed.



Alao becanee of ite aaeooiation with Douglae Yi' it wil].
have te be hand1e on euob a ayetea becauss the fir muat
be maged on a clear cutting system. Tanbark oak never

forms a pure stand.
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HE WOOD OP TABARK OAK

In color the wood is light brown faintly tinged with

red, Then the tree is first out the aapwood is whitish
and the heartwood is a decided reddish color, but after a

few weeks of exposure to the air the two become very siml-

lar in appearance. The wood is dense, hard, strong, some-

what brittle, and tine grained. The heartwood is ap-

parently very durable while the sapwood is perishable--

following the general rule that the sapwood of no species

is durable. One-inoh hoards were found at Praort

Harbor, Oregon which had withstood the elements for about

22 years. Pieces containing heartwood had not deterio-

rated to any great extent, but pieces of sapwood bad

broken down entirely the seine as the Douglas fir found

under the same conditions.

Tanbark oak is a live oak and has a diffuse porous

structure instead of being ring porous as the red and

white oaks, it has large rays which produce a pleasing

figure the same as other oaks. These rays, however, are

made up of an aggregate of smaller rays which are sepa-

rated by occasional wood fibers and parenchyma strands.

The pores are, for the most part, open, but occasional

ones in the heartwood have tyloses. Tylosea are fewer

In tanbark oak than they are In red oak. This wood also

contains an abundance of wood parenohyma cells scattered

throughout the growth ring.
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In the minute structure of the wood we find that the
wood fibes have very small bordered pits which have alit-
like apertures, the apertures on opposing faces of the pit
not being in the same plane. The pita of the vessels are
bordered also. Pita are numerous in both tangential and
radial walls of the wood fibers and are disposed in verti-

cal rows. The pits of the medullary ray elements and

wood parenehyma are aiwple. Semi-bordered pits are found

where vascular and parenohymatous elements are Joined to-

gether. All pits are very minute.
Th, significance of the aggregate rays from a practi-

cal standpoint is that in the process of drying any strain

which causes a tension in a tangential direction is very
likely to cause a rupture in the ray. This is due to the
weakening of the ray because of the wood fibers and

parenehyma interspersed within it. Most of the surface

checking in the wood is a result of these aggregate rays

openingup. The abundance of wood parenohyma is also of

practical interest because it Is these cells which are the

first to telescope when the wood undergoes collapse. This

is due to the thin walls of the parenchyma cells. The

lack of an abund6noe of tyloaes in the pores also may be
noted as important because this will probably preclude

the use of this wood for tight cooperage. It is the

abundance of tylosea in white oak which makes it suita-

ble, from the standpoint of leakage, for tight cooperage.
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!he laok of many tyloses renders the wood easy to im-

pregnate with preservatives.

The tree does not put on a heavy growth of eer

wood each year. The summer wood usually is but several

rows of cells wide at the end of each annual ring. Be..

cause of this the wood does not have a very distinct

figure due to the contrast of spring and summer wood. This

figure is more or less indistinct when one sees the wood

at a distance. The large aggregat. rays, though, produce

a very distinct figure on the quartered surface. On the

flat grained surface they appear as dark colored lines.

The medullary rays are slightly darker in color than the

surrounding wood,

The oven dry weight of the wood is about 43 pounds to

the cubic foot. The moisture content of green lumber varies

from about 66% to 110% based on even dry weight of the wood.

The uses to which tanbark oak lumber can be put have

not been determined, but it appears to be suited for

flooring, interior finish, furniture, vehicle stock, and
oar material. Locally some of the wood has been used for

flooring and furniture and the results have been satis-

factory. Because the treó produces a large amount of aap-

wood, Its uses In general will probably be limited to those

where great durability is not required. Second growth trees

may have as much as 85% aapwood. This probably accounts

for the reputation it has of not being durable.
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A number of years ago the kiln drying of tanbark oak

was attempted.. The tests were made in one of a battery of

kilne in which redwood was being dried, and conditions in

the kiln in which the oak was being dried. could. not be

kept materially different from those in which the redwood.

was being dried. These experiments did not prove satis-

factory. As a reeult tanbark oak received a poor reputa-

tion at that time from which it has not recovered.

During the last year xperimente were conducted en the

kiln drying of this oak. The kiln need in these experi-

ments was a double-tunneled wooden box about 38 feet long,

3 feet wide and 6 feet high. The walls of the box were

about 4 inches thick and well insulated. The two tunnel.

were formed by putting a floor midway between the top and

bottom inside the box. A apace of about 2 feet was left

between one end-wall and tbi floor in order to circu-

late the air through the tunnels. At the other end of the

kiln, were placed the steam coils for heating purposes,

and immediately behind them was a 36-inch nniltivane fan

for circulating the air. This fan was motor-driven. The

kiln was equipped with one aide door, one end door and

several anal]. glass side doors. This kiln oonatruotion

enabled the use of commercial size lumber.

To secure unifoim distribution of air currents, uni-

form temperature and uniform humidity throughout the cross-
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section of the drying tunnel, the air was forced through
several layers of wre window screen. Since the air cur-
rents wore parallel with the length of the luber(l0 to 20
foot lengths being used), a high rate of circulation was

necessary in order to prevent their cooling too much by

the time they had traveled the full length of the lumber.
A rate of circulation of 340 lineal feet per mnate was

maintained. This, no doubt, was higher than necessary;

but, with the equipment available, it was quite satis-

factory. Its only effect was to produce more rapid drying
than would be secured with slower ciroulation in a corn-

mexcial kiln.

Humidity was supplied by means of a steam ,let. Huai&-

ity and temperature were controlled automatically with steam

valves operated by compressed air. Both temperature and

humidity were recorded on a recording psychrometer. As a

check against and for calibrating the recording instrument,

a hygrometer was placed In the kiln near one of the glass

doors. The hygrometer was so placed In order that it might

be read without opening a large door of the kiln and dia..

turbing drying conditions. The kiln was equipped with

vents through which cold air could be introduced and warm,

humid air expelled.



OPElWION 0? THE KILN

Por each charge, approximately 60 board feet of lum-

ber were placed in the kiln endwise and stacked on edge in
a rack designed for the purpose. This rack allowed the lum-

ber freedom to warp and twist if it were so inclined. The

moisture content of the lumber was determined and recorded.

In order to determine quickly the moiatur. content of the

lumber at any subsequent time during the drying process,

the use of kiln samples was resorted to.

The kiln sample was a piece about tio feet long taken

from a representative board. This two-foot piece was cut

at a point beginning two feet from the end of the board1 so

that it would have a moisture content representative of the

piece from which it was taken. The moisture content of thia

sample was then determined by cutting a wafer off each end

and determining the average moisture content of the two.
The ends of the sample were coated with a thick mixture of

white lead and linseed oil to prevent end drying. This

end coating was also applied to the surfaces of the piece

for a distance of one-half inch from each end. The weight

of the sample was taken, and, iowng the moisture content

of the piece, the oven-dry weight of the sample was calcu-

lated.
To ealoulate the oven-dry weight of a kiln sample,

divide its weight by 100 plus the moisture content pre-
viously determined and multiply by 100.



Weight of sample
M. Z. of aamp5e in %*100 x l0O Cab, oyon-dry weight.

nowing the calculated oven-dry weight of the sample,

its moisture content at any subsequent time can be deter-

mined by taking its weight at that time. To calculate the

moisture content at any time, divide its weight at that time

by the calculated oven-dry weight, multiply thin result by

100 and subtract 100, Thin given the moisture content of

the sample, based on ovendry weight, inper cent.

Wejht of sample x 100
Cab. oven-dry weight .100 U. 0. of sample in.

After the lumber had been put into the kiln, its

mointure content determined, and the kiln sample prepared

and placed, the door was cloned and the lumber was steamed

at i00% humidity at a temperature of 16 degrees P. above

the starting temperature of the schedule. This etesming

was carried on for about an hour to heat the lumber through

before surface drying began so as to promote the rapid

transfusion of moisture from the interior outward. Thin

preliminary steaming also relieves any oaaehardening stres-

ses which may be present due to air seasoning. Lumber

air dried to a moisture content of is% or less should be
steamed at 65 to 85% humidity instead of saturation, so

that the surface will not absorb too much moisture and cause

severe internal stresses or honeycombing.

To determine the proper time to change conditions in

the kiln, the kiln sample was weighed regularly on a scale

14.
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which could be read to .01 poimd. La soon a the sample

reached the moisture contents where changes in the schedule

were desirable, the controlling inatmente were given the

new setting.

Occasional tests were made for oasehardening. When

this was found to bø severe, the lumber was steamed for

about one-half hour at a relative humidity of 100% and a

temperature not exceeding 160 degrees P. The Porest Prod-

ucts Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin recommends the follow-

ing temperatures and humidities fox the relief ef case-

hardening in hardwoods:

Hum.M. C. of lumber in %. Temp. deg. P. Rel.

Steaming at i00% humidity is not recommended by them be-

cause of the danger of producing reverse casehardening

and reopening surface checks which had closed as the ].um-

her became dry.

At the end of the run, the lumber was again tested

f or casehardening. Cagehardening was relieved by steam-

ing fox about oneha1 hour at i00% humidity at a temper-

aturø of about 160 degrees P. Before the lumber was taken

from the kiln, it was allowed to cool slowly in a high

humidity.

15-18 160-180 90.95

10-12 160-180 80-85

6-8 160-180 65-75



RESULTS 0? EXPERIMENTS

No schedule was devised by which green tanbark oak

could be kiln dried successfully. A schedule for drying

partially air seasoned 4/4 stock is given hero:

M.C. ot : Dry bulb : Wet bulb
stock : tem. : temp.

35%

30%

25%

20%

15%

io% to
final :

110 : 104 : 80%

US : 107 : '75%

120 : 109 : '70%
:

125 110 : 60%

130 : 109 : 50%

135 : 107 . 40%

Rel. Hum. : Remarks

S

S

a
a
a

I
S

Sa

S

S
S

S

S
a

16.

Steam at start
to relieve any
stresses and to
warm lumber.

Relieve stres-
ses often dur-
ing run.

Steam at finish

Temperatures given are Fahrenheit.

Stock with a moisture content up to 35% was dried on thiø
schedule with good results. The use of higher temperatures

than given in the schedule is almost certain to produce eol

lapse in pieces having a moisture content mueh above the

fiber saturation polnt(30%). uarter-sawed oak collapses

much more readily than flat grain, and, therefore, the

temperatures muet be watched very closely on this kind of
took. Lower relative humidities will produce surface
checking, especially in the large aggregate medullary rays
of the flat grain faces.
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CONDITIOR OP LUGER A7TBR DRYThG

Boards having a high moisture oontent(5O% plus)oheoked

and collapsed under this schedule. Inch tanbark oak etripa

having a aoistux'e content of 35% ox lees came through the

drying process free from internal stresses, free from honey-

combing, free from end and surface checking, anc3. with alight

warping. This slight warping can b. eliminated, in all

probability, in commercial kline by the proper application

of stickers in the kiln lead, The lumber was given freedom,

in the experimental work, to assume any shape it would be

inclined to. Some of this warping was due to the uneven

tangential and radial shrinkage In cross-gratn pieces and

cannot be prevented.

The time required to dry one-inch oak lumber, partially
air seasoned, to a 7% moisture content will vary depending

upon the initial moisture content of the lumber. Pox' ex-

ample, it takes about & days to dry stock with a moisture

content of 23% to 7%. Commercial drying may be a little

longer than this due to the lack of auch rapid circulation

as was used in this experimental work.

lEO OI1bIENDATiQiTS

perImental work has shown that inch tánbark oak lum-

ber can be kiln dried if it is first carefully air seasoned

until it reaches a moisture content of not over 35%. This

Indicates that It Is possible to utilize the wood of this

tree commercially if a market is developed for it.
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The air seasoning of tanbark oak will, require some care,

and possibly it i1l be necessary to protect flat grain

stock from direct contact with hot drying winds. Other

things to bø taken into consideration in air seasoning are

placing of sufficient stickers to prevent warping and to

allow ample air space to prevent staining and discoloration

of lumber, for the sapwcod of tanbark oak is readily attack-

ed by ao1i and fungi. Further research in the seasoning

of this wood may bring to light a drying schedule suitable

for green stock. Investigation and development of markets

iB, perhaps, the largest problem standing in the way of the

utilization of this wood.

THE UILIZAION 07 HE BARK OP !AJBARK OAK

The extraction of tannin is an established industry

in California. The Oakex Company has a plant located near

Eureka and markets its extract under the name of "Oakex".

This extract is a solid vitreous mass which is readily solu-

ble in water and contains about so% tannin. Its main use

is in the tanning of heavy sole and harness leather. In

the 1927 season, they produced over 1000 tons of the ex-

tract from 3500 cords of bark, moat of which was shipped

to the Orient. About 300 tone were sent to eastern tan

nera in the United States.

The bark is stripped from the oak trees beginning in

June, the stripping season lasting for about eight weeks.

The stripped bark is stacked in the woods and hauled to the
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plant as it is required. At the plant, it is stacked tinder

cover for several days to allow for more' drying. The bark,

when ready for use, is placed in a conveyor which carries

it to a Jeffrey grinder. The duet from the grinding is

discarded and the heavier part goes to a hammer mill from

which it emerges as ground bark.

The ground bark is put into twelve leaching tanks,
each of which is 12 feet high and 12 feet in diameter. Cop-

per or wood is used in the tanks as iron is attacked by the

tannin. A conveyor over the top of the tanks aids in the

filling operation. The tanks are not all filled at the
same time, but in rotation so that the leaching is a
oounter-ourront operation. Steam is blown into the bottom

of each leach from time to time to prevent the charge from
packing. The water used in the leaches is kept at a temper-
ature of about 140 degrees P. in the first leach and 180 de-.

grees P. in the tail leach. The solution ía pumped from

leach to leaoh to increase its concentration. The leaQh

liquor is sent to the evaporators when it has reached a con-

centration of 18 degrees Barkometer.

The evaporators are of the single effect type, but are

so arranged that they may be operated either as single or

multiple effect evaporators. The reason for this arrange-

ment is to balance the The], available since the plant uses
no fuel other than the spent bark. The spent bark contain-

ing about 60% moisture is burned is specially designed fur-
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naoea to supply steam for the evaporators, steam pumps and

leach house. Since steam is the only source of power avail

able, this spent bark is the primary source of energy. -

haust 8team from the steam-driven pumps is used in the ev-
aporator heaters and for heating the leach liquors. The ax-

rangement of the evaporators is so flexible that evaporation
is balanced, and there is no excess steam. When the moist-

ure in the spent bark exceeds the usual figure, the evapo-
rators can be run in multiple effect to economize on steam.
The liquor is ciroulated in the evaporator system by a cen-
trifugal pump until it becomes so thick that the velocity
through the heaters falls too low. Circulation is then

continued by means of a magma pump. After evaporation, the

heavy liquor is run into a storage tank where it Is kept

warm unti]. It is run into 100-pound burlap bags for shp
ment.

Ordinarily, tannin extracts axe shipped in 500-pound

wooden barrels or in tank ears in the liquid form con-

taining about 25% tannin. Tannin, an organo substance,
decomposes if the liquor is not concentrated. ?oreign
materials added to the liquor to prevent decomposition
axe not used, for there is the danger that they would
"poison" the yard. Concentration of the liquor also gives
the advantage of using cheaper and less bulky shipping
containers. The saving of freight is quite an item.

Tannin, being an organic subetanoe,daoompoeg at high



A - Vacrnim Chamber
B - Circulation Pump
C - Heater
D - Valve
B - Vapor Line
P - Bntrainment Trap

- Condensing SyBtem
H Bleeder
I - Liquor Intake
J Concentrate Discharge
VP - Vacuum Pump

DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCH OP THE
PEBBLES

SINGLE EPPECT EVAPORATOR
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temperatures thus making the problem of concentration nicre

involved than the mere evaporation of the water. The 80-

lution to this part of the problem lies in evaporation at

low temperatures under vacuum. Pollowing is a description

of the method of evaporation used at the plant of the Oakex

Conipany. The evaporator used is known as "The Peeblea

Vacuum Bvaporator".

OPERATION OP VACUt131 EVAPORATOR ON OAK EXTRACT

In the diagrammatic sketch on the opposite page, the

chamber A, sealed by the pump B and the valve 1), is evacu-

ated by the vacuum pump VP. Maintaining a 28-inch vacuum

in the system, the leach liquor which has a concentration

of 18 degrees Barkometer is admitted to the evaporator

through the intake I. The pump B, which is designed to

operate against a vacuum on its suction stde and a valve

pressure on its discharge side, is started. The liquor

is drawn from A, passes through B into a multipase tubular

heater C where it is heated to a maximum temperature of

165 degrees P., and exits through valve D into A.

In the 28-Inch vacuum established, water boils at 100

degrees P. The liquor passing through C and heated to 165

degrees Is superheated 65 degrees with respect to the boil-

ing point in the vacuum maintained in A. The superheated

liquor bursts into almost explosive evaporationi flash

evaporation), loses It 65 degrees of superheat and cools

to the temperature due to the pressure of the vacuum.



The :following tab1e.gjves the average strength of small, clear pieces Of tan-

bark oak, green, air dry and kiln dry, size 2 x 2 inches.

BENDING

Piber : : Modu
Weight per : Stress : Modu.. : jus : Elastic
Cubic Poot : at E- : of : of E : Rej1j-

lastlo : Rup... : las- : eric.
Limit : ture : tioity: per
per : per : per : Cubic

: A : Oven : Square : Square : Square: Inch
: Tested : Dry : Inch : Inch : Inch

d
S

S

Moisture : No. of:Molsture
Condition : Tests :Content

.

S

I

S

I S. S

Per S
S

:

:1000 : Lnoh

II
Air Dry : 567 : 14.0 : 45.2 : 43.2 : 9080 : 15,512 : 2083 : 2.27
lo%-20%: I S

S

Moisture S I IS I S I I II
S I I I S
0 I S

- I S I I I S II I S

Xli D S I

31 9.6 45.4 ; 43.9 9289 17,693 : 2292 2.1'?

Moisture: : :

I S S I
S I S

I SI I . S

Green 256 : 89.6 : 66.5 : 43.1 : 6576 10,707 : 1678 : 1.49
.I I I

S cent : Pounds : Pounds : Pounds : Pounds F Pounds: Pounde
S I I



Strength of email, clear pieces of tanbark oak, green, air dry and

kiln dry, size 2 x 2 inches in section.

Compression
Parallel to Grain

:Compreasion Perpen-
:dicular to Grain : Shearing

a

a I S a S S I

;Cruehing :Strength :Strength
:Moia:Strength :Mois-:at Rlas_: :Moie:Paralle1

Moisture :No. :ture :per :No. :ture :tio Llm:No. :ture :to Grain

Condition of :Con- :Square :of :Con- :it per :of :Con. :per Sq.

.Tests:tent :Inoh :Tests:tent :Sq. Inoh:Teststent :Inoh

:Per : : :Per : : :Per

:oent :Pounds : :oent :Pounds : :oent :Ponnde
a . S I

I I . I I .
S S I .

Green :23'? :86.6 :4845 :244 :77.9 : 1355 :221 :83.1 : 1414

. I
a . I I I

AlD S I S S S

1o%0%:4o6
:316

: :

1656 204 :13.3

:

1960

I S S SI S I I I S

ICI1 D 5

28
:9398

26 1818
:

22 9.0 2037
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25.
The foflowing table gives the shrinkage in per cent of

green volume of some woods in drying from the green to the

oven dry condition.

Heart-
wood

1.72%

Limbs

1.66%

Heart-
: wood

6.89%

Wood Distillation-- flawley (1923)

ANALYSIS OP TANB.ARK 0.AJC

Yield of wood alcohol, aoetio acid, pyroligneona acid,
charcoal and tar in the destructive distillation oftanbark
oak.

Pyro-
Acetic : ligneous :

Wood alcohol 100'o : acid : acid : Charcoal : Tar

Heart-
wood

37.2%

Heart-
wood

37.6%

Acetic :

Water : Water : ther : i% a0H :

Heart-
: wood

9.0%

.83 : 4.10 : 5.60 : .80 : 23.96 : 5.23 : 5.74
4 4

Species Radially Tangentially

Whit, oak 5.3 9.0
Red oak 3.9 8.3
CaDyon live oak 8.0 14 0
Big shell bark hickory 7.6 12.6
Douglas fir(Coast) 5.0 7.9
Tanbark oak 11.3


